
(a) Complex

AComplex is basically a set of bad ideas that you can’t let go of. They
make you feel bad but having them feels good. They drive you into a series
of escalating bad decisions until your life falls apart in complete disaster
and disarray.

○ 1: Sometimes you get a little bit too excited, distracted, or
weird. (+1 MP)

You’re trying a little too hard…

○ 1′: Sometimes, even when not indulging your other Com-
plexes, you get a little bit too excited, distracted, or weird. Is
there something else going on? (+1 MP)

For your second, third, etc. Complex

○ 2: There’s something you are not doing enough about. You
have to try harder. Don’t give up! Say something like that to
yourself, or even out loud, right now. “I have to try harder on
[[this thing, whatever it is.]] It’ll be OK if I work harder.”

Just hit level 2? Time to decide what your Complex is about. Like, for instance:
ŭ what if you fail at life?
ŭ what if you don’t get all As at School?
ŭ what if people find out what you’ve done?
ŭ what if somebody is eating your soul?
ŭ what if you’re accidentally eating someone else’s soul?
ŭ you don’t look good enough
ŭ you’re not popular enough
ŭ you want so much stuff and can’t afford it all
ŭ why can’t everyone understand how important this mystery is?
ŭ why can’t everyone understand the importance of eating vegan?
ŭ why can’t everyone understand your deep connection to Mr. Spock?
ŭ why can’t everyone understand how important it is to love?
Pick something. One of these or something else. Or make the HG pick some-

thing.
At the next chance, tell everyone—the HG, yourself, and by OOC communi-

cation or IC emote, the players—what it is. Even if you don’t want to! You’re too
stressed and obsessed to keep this an actual secret.

○ 3: Here’s your Issue
____________________________________________________
…but you have a plan. Did it fail? Come up with a new plan.
Keep going. You just have to make it to Complex 4 and every-
thing will definitely, definitely work out OK. (+1 MP)

What’s your plan?
It wasn’t as easy as you thought. You’ve been trying really hard but you feel

even further from success than you did when you started. Maybe your standards
got higher. Maybe your need got dire. Maybe you’re just falling behind. But you
can’t stop here.

It’s time to start pushing harder.
Figure out a plan. Figure out a magnificent, glorious, crazed plan. Then do it.

And then the next plan. And then the next plan, until you get to Complex 4, when
everything...

...will probably work out OK.

○ 4: Here’s your Issue
____________________________________________________
…but you have a plan.
…come on, world, just this once, just let it work!

Your Complex hit level 4? OK, Complex 3 kind of lied to you.
A little.
Things have not worked out OK. Not yet.
So…
Think about what you’ve been doing wrong. Think about where you could go

from there. Figure out what, in that vein, you absolutely can’t afford to do. It made
sense so far, but you have to stop before you do that. It will lead to total disaster.
Figure out what that thing that will lead to total disaster is.

Tell yourself what that is. Heck, tell the HG and the other players.
Then realize, as you say it, that wait. That isn’t necessarily a total disaster.

That is… if you do it right, if you’re lucky, if the world will smile on you just this
once

…why, that could actually work.

Enacting your plan, and bringing disaster down on your head, will close out
the Issue & earn 4 bonus XP + 1 MP

○ 5: You know what you absolutely, positively can’t let hap-
pen. You have a new, improved plan. It’ll work. It will work.
It’s your last shot. It has to. (+1 MP)

Your Complex hit level 5? OK, you can see your doom a’comin’ like the head-
lights of a train.

What happened with that last plan? Did you not get the chance to pull it off be-
fore the stakes got higher? Or did it actually work, was it actually a good idea like
you thought, only the world is so unfair that you have to top it now with something
else?

Anyway.
You know what you have to do. You are committed. There is no turning back

now. You have to kick it up a notch.
Tell the HG and the players what you absolutely, positively can’t let happen.

Tell them what you’re doing all of this to try to prevent. Then explain your new,
improved plan to make that happen. Er, well, not happen. You know.

Yeah.
That plan sounds good. It is just crazy enough to work.

Perhaps your plan will bring “the thing you can’t let happen” right down on
your head.

Or perhaps you shall be saved by grace; by providence;
by the unlooked-for, unexpected generosity and understanding of others.

When this happens, either way, you’ll close out the Issue & earn 4 bonus XP
+ 1 MP


